
timeseries (over many characteristic timescales) will the power
spectrum yield a peak at the average temporal frequency. Thus, a
test of the stochastic or supergranule hypothesis requires looking for
a lorentzian form to the low-frequency spectrum.

The spectrum from a single latitude bin is too noisy to distinguish
a monotonic excess power signal (a lorentzian) from the generally
increasing displacement noise power towards lower frequencies.
Combining spectra from a range of latitude bins improves the
signal-to-noise ratio. We ®nd a gaussian peak in the mean spectrum
(Fig. 5) with a centre frequency of 18 mHz. The existence of a
spectral peak suggests that at least a portion of the low-frequency
power is not caused by supergranules. Although the spectrum also
contains a displacement `background' signal which increases to
lower frequencies, the peak signal (corresponding to a 15-h period)
is best described as a low-Q oscillator. It has long-range order and is
not a stochastic `random telegraph'. A standing wave is a natural
mechanism for producing such a lattice of solar `hills'. Wolff13,14

previously suggested that a large-scale photospheric nodal pattern
generated by phase-locked r-modes would evolve over timescales of
a few daysÐa result in qualitative agreement with the low-Q
oscillator we see here in the mean limb displacement power
spectrum. If r-modes are driven by the largest scales of convection,
we should also expect a characteristic length scale of the order of the
depth of the convection zone: that is, 2 3 105 km. The transverse
scale we observe is half this, but is plausibly consistent.

The magnitude of the vertical displacement is also energetically
reasonable. If subphotospheric convection is spatially organized by
Rossby modes, then even velocities of 100 m s-1 (a small fraction of
measured photospheric convective velocities) are energetic enough
to lift up the overlying photosphere by the observed 100-m vertical
height. Although it remains to be seen from detailed model
calculations exactly how global solar r-modes could be excited,
the existence of a corrugated photosphere with long-range order is
good evidence for these oscillations. M
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Figure 5 The mean power spectrum averaged over solar latitude. This was computed by

assuming that the limb power spectra are due to a photospheric displacement pattern,

rotating across the limb at various velocities corresponding to the local latitudinal rotation

speed. The mean spectrum is obtained by ®rst stretching the frequency scale of each

latitudinal spectrum to match the equatorial spectrum (by linear interpolation onto the new

frequency domain), and then averaging these on the common frequency domain. A simple

shift of each spectrum by a frequency equal to the sawtooth variation with latitude (from

Fig. 4) also matches the broad power excess at each latitude to the equatorial rate,

yielding a mean spectrum which is essentially the same as the scaled frequency result

displayed here. The solid line shows a least-squares ®t to a gaussian and a power-law

background distribution. The resulting centre frequency is 18 mHz.
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In theory, the decay of any unstable quantum state can be
inhibited by suf®ciently frequent measurementsÐthe quantum
Zeno effect1±10. Although this prediction has been tested only for
transitions between two coupled, essentially stable states5±8, the
quantum Zeno effect is thought to be a general feature of quantum
mechanics, applicable to radioactive3 or radiative decay
processes6,9. This generality arises from the assumption that, in
principle, successive observations can be made at time intervals
too short for the system to change appreciably1±4. Here we show
not only that the quantum Zeno effect is fundamentally unattain-
able in radiative or radioactive decay (because the required
measurement rates would cause the system to disintegrate), but
also that these processes may be accelerated by frequent measure-
ments. We ®nd that the modi®cation of the decay process is
determined by the energy spread incurred by the measurements
(as a result of the time±energy uncertainty relation), and the
distribution of states to which the decaying state is coupled.
Whereas the inhibitory quantum Zeno effect may be feasible in
a limited class of systems, the opposite effectÐaccelerated
decayÐappears to be much more ubiquitous.

We recall the common argument leading to the quantum Zeno
effect (QZE)3,4. If a system ruled by hamiltonian HÃ is in state |ei at
t � 0, the probability to ®nd the system there at t . 0 is:

ree�t� � e exp 2
i

~
ÃHt

� ����� ����e� ����� ����2 �1�
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Provided the hamiltonian variance hV 2i � hej ÃH2jei 2 hej ÃHjei2 is
®nite, then, at short times hV 2it2=~2 p 1:

ree�t� < 1 2 hV 2it2=~2
�2�

If instantaneous ideal measurements (projections) are performed at
intervals t, then ree�t � nt� � rn

ee�t�. For a suf®ciently large fre-
quency of measurements n,1=t, such that, at least, n q hV 2i1=2

=~, it
follows from equation (2) that:

ree�t � nt� < exp�2 �hV 2it=~2
�t� �3�

Equation (3) may be limited to short times, such that ree�t� < 1, due
to the possibility of transitions back from |ji to |ei, which occurs, for
example, when |ei is coupled to one5±8 or more discrete states.
However, when |ei is weakly coupled to a broad band of states
(continuum), the transitions back to |ei can be neglected and
equation (3) has no time restriction. As follows from equation
(3), the decay rate of state |ei decreases with t (the QZE), the
evolution becoming frozen in the limit t ! 0, which is known as the
quantum Zeno paradox2±4. The above argument seems compelling,
and has led to the widespread opinion that the QZE is a necessary
consequence of quantum mechanics, provided that the measure-
ments performed on the system are ideal and suf®ciently frequent
(although a dissenting opinion has been voiced, based on a certain
model of measuring the position of a tunnelling particle11).

As shown below, the energy uncertainty (spread) incurred by
frequent ideal projections fundamentally restricts the QZE obser-
vability, and renders decay acceleration by frequent measurements
far more ubiquitous than its inhibition. We refer to this universal
effect (®rst discovered for spontaneous emission in cavities12) as the
anti-Zeno effect (AZE). By contrast, a fundamental limitation on
the observability of the QZE emerges from our theory: the intervals
t between consecutive measurements required for the QZE are so
short for many processes (such as radiative and radioactive decay)
that the resulting energy spread may destroy the observed system by
coupling it to unwarranted channelsÐin the worst case, leading to
the creation of new particles (for example, electron±positron pair
creation by a spontaneously emitting atom).

To get deeper insight into the effect of frequent measurements, it
is necessary to go beyond the standard expansion, equation (2). We
write ÃH � ÃH0 � ÃV , so that |ei is an eigenvector of HÃ 0 with the
eigenvalue ~qa � hej ÃHjei, whereas VÃ describes the interaction of |ei
with other states, ÃV � Sj�V ejjeihjj � V jejjihej�, where Vej � hej ÃHjji
and {|ji} is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of the subspace of the
Hilbert space orthogonal to |ei (formally, ÃV � � ÃP; � ÃP; ÃH��, where
ÃP � jeihej). Choosing |ji to be the eigenvectors of HÃ 0 with the
eigenvalues ~qj, we can write the wavefunction of the system as:

jW�t�i � a�t�e 2 iqat
jei �

ĵ

bje
2 iqj t jji �4�

One can then obtain from the SchroÈdinger equation the following
equations

aÇ � 2
i

~
ĵ

V eje
2 i�qa 2 qj�tbj �5�

bÇj � 2
i

~
Vjee

2 i�qa 2 qj�ta �6�

the initial condition being jW�0�i � jei. Formally integrating equa-
tion (6) yields:

bj�t� � 2
i

~
Vje #

t

0
dt9e 2 i�qa 2 qj�t9a�t9� �7�

Inserting equation (7) into equation (5), we obtain the exact
integro-differential equation

aÇ � 2 #
t

0
dt9eiqa�t 2 t9�F�t 2 t9�a�t9� �8�

where

F�t� � ~2 2

ĵ

jVejj
2e 2 iqj t � ~2 2hej ÃVe 2 i ÃH0t=~ ÃV jei �9�

Equation (8) is exactly soluble by the Laplace transform method.
However, for the present study of frequent measurements it suf®ces
to obtain the short-time behaviour, when a�t� < a�0� � 1. This can
be done iteratively. Setting a�t9� � 1 on the right-hand side of
equation (8) yields (after the ®rst iteration):

a�t� . 1 2 #
t

0
dt9�t 2 t9�F�t9�eiqat9

�10�

Note that as long as a�t� < 1, powers of t higher than 2 can be
important, even for jV ejjt p 1, due to the exponent in equation (9),
whence it follows that the standard expansionÐequation (2)Ð
may fail. Therefore the approximate result ree�t� � ja�t�j2, where
a(t) is given by equation (10), is much more reliable than the
commonly accepted3,4,9,10 equation (2), as it takes into account all
powers of t.

If instantaneous projections onto |ei are performed at suf®ciently
small intervals t, we can write, using equation (10)

ree�t � nt� � ja�t�j2n < exp�2 Rt� �11�

where the measurement-modi®ed decay rate is given by:

R � 2Re #
`

0
dtf �t�F�t� �12�

Here the measurement effects are accounted for by
f �t� � �1 2 t=t�eiqa tv�t 2 t�, where v(x) is 1 for x . 0 and 0 for
x , 0. The Fourier transform of F(t)

G�q� �
1

p
Re #

`

0
dtF�t�eiqt

� ~2 2

ĵ

jVejj
2d�q 2 qj� �13�

allows us to recast the expression for the measurement-modi®ed
decay rate (equation (12)) as

R � 2p #
`

0
dqG�q�F�q� �14�

where

F�q� �
t

2p
sinc2 �q 2 qa�t

2

� �
�15�

The function G(q) in equation (13) is the spectral density of the
states |ji weighted with the coupling strengths ~-2|Vej|

2. If the states |ji
belong to a spectrally dense band (`reservoir'), G�q� ! jV�q�j2r�q�,
where V(q) are the coupling constants to states |qi, whose spectral
density is given by r(q). It is then called the reservoir coupling
spectrum13.

Whereas G(q) is a property of the hamiltonian HÃ , the form factor
F(q) (equation (15)) shows the broadening (width) of qa, incurred
by frequent measurements, to be of the order of the measurement
frequency n,1=t. Thus, equation (14) represents a universal result:
the decay rate of a frequently measured state |ei is simply the overlap
of the reservoir coupling spectrum and the measurement-induced
level width (Fig. 1, upper inset, Fig. 2a).

Equation (14) shows that the decay rate is determined by the form
of G(q) in a band of width n around qa. This can be interpreted as
resulting from the broadening of level |ei, in accordance with the
energy±time uncertainty relation:

DEDt,~ �16�

Here DE is the energy uncertainty of |ei, equal to the characteristic
width of F(q) times ~, and Dt � 1=n is the average interval between
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the measurements. The effect of instantaneous measurements
(projections) is to dephase level |ei (refs 4, 14), that is, make the
phase of state |ei completely random. This effect is analogous to
collisional broadening13: phase randomization by collisions yields
a linewidth equal to the collision frequency n0, that is the same
linewidth as in the case of an unstable state with lifetime
Dt � 1=n0.

A simple graphical analysis of equation (14) yields our three main
conclusions.
(1) As shown in Fig. 1, upper inset, the QZEÐthat is, the reduction
of the decay rate as the measurement (dephasing) rate n increasesÐ
is generally obtained when the following inequalities are satis®ed:

n q GR; jqa 2 qMj �17�

Here GR is the reservoir width, and qM is the centre of gravity
of G(q). In this limit, we can make the approximation
G�q� < Cd�q 2 qM� in the integrand of R in equation (14), with
C � eG�q�dq � hV 2i. This approximation becomes exact in the
case of resonant Rabi oscillations (GR � 0, qa � qM), which
explains why the QZE is observable in Cook's system for any n
(refs 5±8). More generally, this approximation holds for any G(q)
that falls off faster than 1=jq 2 qMj on the wings. Then equation (14)
yields the most general result for the QZE

R < 2C=n �18�

where 1=n � pF�qa�. The ¯attening of the spectral peak of G(q) by
the broad function F(q) in the convolution equation (14) (see Fig. 1,
upper inset) is the origin of the QZE; that is, the reduction of R as
compared to the measurement-free decay rate gfree � R�n ! 0� �
2pG�qa�, which is the `golden rule' value13. To put it simply, if the
system is probed frequently enough (as dictated by equation (17)),
the QZE arises because the effective decay rate is averaged over all
decay channels, many of which are weak, due to the energy
uncertainty incurred by the measurements. The result, equation
(18), is completely insensitive to the spectral shape of the reservoir:
only its integral C matters (provided that equation (17) holds). The
present analysis implies the possibility of inhibiting vibrational
relaxation by the QZE in molecules and solids (Fig. 1).

(2) As shown in Fig. 2, left upper inset, the opposite behaviour is
obtained in the limit

n p jqm 2 qaj �19�

whenever qa is signi®cantly detuned from the nearest maximum of
G(q) at qm, so that G�qa�p G�qm�. In this limit, the rate R grows
with n, because the dephasing fucntion F(q) is then probing more of
the rising part of G(q) in the convolution, equation (14). Hence,
this limit should always yield a scaling of R as a positive power of n:
that is, the anti-Zeno effect (AZE) of decay acceleration by frequent
measurements. Physically this means that, as the energy uncertainty
increases with the measurement rate n, the state decays into more
and more channels, whose weight G(q) is progressively larger.

The present analysis reveals the universality of the AZE: we may
impose condition of equation (19) in any reservoir, as seen from
Fig. 2, left upper inset. Moreover, the AZE is inevitable in natural
decay processes, such as the nuclear b-decay: in such processes, any
measurement rate n below the relativistic cut-off of the reservoir,
n p Mc2=~ (where Mc2 is the rest-mass energy of the decaying
particle), would correspond in equation (14) to probing the rising
reservoir response G�q� ~ qh with h $ 1. The result for h . 1 is then
the following AZE dependence of the decay rate:

R ~ nqh 2 1
R �qh

a =q
h 2 1
R p n p qR� �20�

Higher measurement rates, n * qR, are not only unfeasible, but also
detrimental to the system, leading to the production of new
particles.

Similar considerations apply to a two-level system, consisting of
an upper state |ei at energy ~qe and a lower state |gi at energy ~qg,
with state |ei coupled to a zero-temperature reservoir of harmonic
oscillators. This description ®ts atomic radiative decay (sponta-
neous emission) into a vacuum ®eld13,15. The effects of very frequent
measurements, with n * qa � qe 2 qg , may be revealed in radiative
decay of an excited hydrogenic (or Rydberg) level of a two-level

Figure 1 The QZE characteristics and a frequent-measurement scheme. Upper inset,

conditions for the QZE (equation (17)) for a complicated reservoir-coupling spectrum G (q)

of width ¡R (solid line) and measurement-induced level broadening F (q) of width n

(dashed curve). Main ®gure, typical dependence of the decay rate R on n under QZE

conditions (equation (18)). Note that for decay near the cut-off frequency qc of a reservoir

with G�q� ~ �qc 2 q�2 b, where 0 , b , 1 (for example, b � 1=2 for vibrational

spectra with upper cut-off in molecules or solids), we ®nd the QZE scaling to be slower,

R ~ n2 b. Lower inset, scheme for frequent impulsive or continuous measurements of |ei
(similar to refs 5,6,12).

Figure 2 The AZE characteristics and a frequent-measurement scheme for two-level

systems. a, Conditions for the AZE (equation (19)), with the same notation as in Fig. 1.

Main ®gure, the dependence of the logarithm of the normalized decay rate log10(R/gfree)

on log10n for a spontaneously emitting hydrogenic state. An exact calculation for this

system15 provides the reservoir-coupling spectrum G�q� � aq=�1 � �q=qB�
2�4, where

a is determined by the ®eld-atom coupling strength and qB,c=aB is the non-relativistic

cut-off frequency, aB being the radius of the electron orbit. Under condition of equation

(19) we then obtain from equations (14) and (15) the following AZE dependence: R �

an�ln�qB=n� � 0:354��qa p n p qB�, where n � 2=t. The vertical lines on the

horizontal axis denote the values of the atomic transition frequencies corresponding to

curves 1, 2: qa1 � 1:32 3 1011 s 2 1, qa2 � 1:55 3 1016 s 2 1, whereas qR �

7:76 3 1020 s 2 1. The corresponding Bohr frequencies are qB1 � 1:22 3 1015 s 2 1,

qB2 � 8:50 3 1018 s 2 1. The AZE ranges are marked. b, Scheme for realistic frequent

measurements of the excited state in a two-level system5,6,12.
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system. As seen in Fig. 2, the AZE trend is revealed already for
n & qa, which should make its observation feasible, especially for
microwave Rydberg transitions. A close inspection of Fig. 2 reveals
that the decay rate R falls below the measurement-free (golden rule)
decay rate gfree only at n,qR, which is not only unfeasible, but
would imply a considerable probability of electron±positron pair
creation. An additional limitation on the concept of measurement-
in¯uenced decay that is speci®c to two-level systems occurs for
n * qa. The uncertainty of qa is then so large that occasionally |gi
may be found at a higher energy than |ei, which may cause jgi ! jei
transitions. Such transitions are usually excluded by the rotating-
wave approximation13, which may fail in this case because of the
large energy ¯uctuations caused by the frequent measurements.
Under these conditions, equation (11) holds only at short enough
times, t p R 2 1, for which |gi is still unpopulated.
(3) We can retrieve the limit in which the decay rate is unaffected by
measurements and is given by the golden rule: R ! gfree � 2pG�qa�.
In the case of a continuous G(q), this limit is obtained from
equation (14) if the measurement rate (dephasing) n is too small
(typically, n p qa) to probe the slope of the spectral response. It is
tantamount to the Wigner±Weisskopf approximation13 of purely
markovian, exponential decay, ree�t� < exp�2 gfreet�. This approx-
imation is never strictly correct, because it requires an unphysical,
spectrally ¯at reservoir G�q� � const: �2 ` , q , `�.

The arguments leading to equation (14) and the resulting effects
have assumed ideal instantaneous projections on |ei. Does a more
realistic description of measurements still support these results? The
answer is that their universality has been reaf®rmed by detailed
analysis of the two possible types of measurements of |ei.

First, impulsive measurements5,6,12,16. Such measurements are
realizable, for example, when the decay process is repeatedly inter-
rupted by a short electromagnetic pulse transferring the population
of |ei to a higher auxiliary state |ui, which then decays back to |ei
incoherently (Fig. 1, lower inset, and Fig. 2b). For such a measure-
ment to qualify as impulsive, its duration, which is of the order of
the decay time of the |ui state 1/gu (assuming that the jei ! jui
transfer is faster than this decay), must be negligible, that is, it must
be much shorter than the interval between successive measurements
t, which in turn should be much shorter than the decay time of |ei.
The solution of the full master equations for these measurements
conforms to equation (14) to a very good approximation12,16, with
the dephasing function given by equation (15).

Second, continuous measurements. These should not be con-
fused with continuous observation identi®ed2 as the limit of
vanishing intervals between successive projections (Dt ! 0 or
n ! `). This limit is unphysical, corresponding to an in®nite
spread of energy ¯uctuations. Even ®nite, but excessively large n,
may be detrimental to the model, as argued above. In contrast,
realistic continuous measurements, through monitoring the state
incessantly, still require a ®nite time for completing an observation;
that is, they have a ®nite effective rate n. This can be illustrated by the
case of stationary dephasing when the jei $ jui transition is driven
by a near-resonant continuous-wave ®eld at a Rabi frequency  that
is much smaller than the transition linewidth gu/2 (Fig. 1, lower
inset, and Fig. 2, upper right inset). It can be shown that equation
(14) holds for continuous measurements with F(q) being a lor-
entzian centred at qa of width n � 22=gu.

We may infer from the above discussion that, qualitatively, in all
the cases considered above there is no essential distinction between
different frequent measurements: ideal projections, impulsive mea-
surements, and continuous measurements. We also note that, as the
effect of both the impulsive and continuous measurements is
tantamount to the dephasing of |ei at a rate n, it is possible to
mimic their effect by a stochastic (¯uctuating) broadband ®eld17. In
all cases of realistic measurements, the spectral width n of measure-
ment-induced dephasing can be attributed to the time±energy
uncertainty.

The simple criteria obtained from the universal formula, equa-
tion (14), lead us to conclude that the QZEÐthat is, decay
inhibition by frequent measurements, whether ideal or more
realisticÐis strictly attainable only for decay into narrow reservoirs,
whose spectral width is below the energy of the decaying state. This
is the reason why the QZE is observable for Rabi oscillations5±8, and
is predicted here to be feasible for vibrational decay in molecules or
solids (Fig. 2). Yet the QZE concept is untenable whenever the
required broadening of the level by frequent measurements is so
large that it has spectral overlap with transitions from the decaying
state |ei to states outside the original reservoir. In particular, the
QZE is incompatible with processes, such as the nuclear b-decay or
spontaneous emission, wherein the reservoir response G(q) grows
with frequency almost up to the relativistic cut-off qR. The QZE
requirement is then n * qR, and may result in the production of
new particles (or other unwarranted effects speci®c to spontaneous
emission, due to the breakdown of the rotating-wave approxima-
tion) and thus must be ruled out. By contrast, the condition of
equation (19) for the accelerated decay (AZE) trend is in principle
realizable for decay into any reservoir, whether spectrally broad or
narrow, and is therefore far more ubiquitous than the QZE. This
surprising conclusion can be experimentally tested: we predict that
accelerated radiative decay is achievable for microwave transitions,
qa & 1011 s 2 1, in Rydberg atoms perturbed by randomizing colli-
sions with a buffer gas at a rate n,qa or a ¯uctuating ®eld with
bandwidth nf * qa (Fig. 2). Another prediction is AZE for b-decay,
according to equations (19) and (20), which may be achievable by
perturbing the decaying nuclear state with a broadband (¯uctuat-
ing) g-ray source. Thus the present ®ndings may serve as clues to
our ability to manipulate diverse decay processes.

The essential restrictions on the QZE observability found here
evoke one of Zeno's paradoxes (the Àchilles') that has not been
discussed in the context of quantum mechanics. This paradox arises
if we assume that time is divisible ad in®nitum. In this paradox, the
running Achilles can never catch the crawling tortoise in front of
him, because he must ®rst reach where the tortoise started. But
when he reaches there, the tortoise has moved ahead, and so on.
Quantum measurement theory supports Zeno's reservations
regarding in®nitesimal time intervals, because they exact an impos-
sible toll: energy spread tending to in®nity (according to the time±
energy uncertainty relation), with detrimental consequences to the
system below a certain minimal time interval. M
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The glass transition can be viewed simply as the point at which the
viscosity of a structurally disordered liquid reaches a universal
threshold value1. But this is an operational de®nition that cir-
cumvents fundamental issues, such as whether the glass transition
is a purely dynamical phenomenon2. If so, ergodicity gets broken
(the system becomes con®ned to some part of its phase space), but
the thermodynamic properties of the liquid remain unchanged
across the transition, provided they are determined as thermo-
dynamic equilibrium averages over the whole phase space. The
opposite view3±6 claims that an underlying thermodynamic phase
transition is responsible for the pronounced slow-down in the
dynamics at the liquid±glass boundary. Such a phase transition

would trigger the dynamic standstill, and then be masked by it.
Here we perform Monte Carlo simulations of a two-dimensional
system of polydisperse hard disks far within its glassy phase. The
approach7 allows for non-local moves in a way that preserves
micro-reversibility. We ®nd no evidence for a thermodynamic
phase transition up to very high densities; the glass is thus
indistinguishable from the liquid on purely thermodynamic
grounds.

We considered polydisperse hard disks i � 1;¼;N with radii ri

(where ri 2 ri 2 1 � ¢=�N 2 1�) in a square box of volume V � L2

with periodic boundary conditions. The polydispersity ¢=r1 was
kept ®xed and the system was studied as a function of the density
r � pSir

2
i =L

2. We note that hard-core systems are athermal: the
phase diagram and the dynamics (up to a trivial rescaling) are
independent of temperature. The external control parameters are
the density (for the [NV] ensemble) or the pressure (for [NP]).

Conventional, local-move Monte Carlo simulations in the [NV]
ensemble were used to compute effective diffusion constants8 at
densities for which the local algorithm was still ergodic (Fig. 1). We
failed to detect any ®nite-size effects by comparing runs with 256
and 1024 disks at density r � 0:764, but we noticed strong depen-
dence of the diffusivities on the disk size. For each disk i we found its
diffusivity Di to agree very well with9

Di�r� < �r 2 rG
i �

a
�1�

For the 180 largest disks we found no systematic dependence of
rG

i � rG > 0:805 6 0:01 (with a best ®t a < 2:4). For the smallest
disks i, the extrapolated values for rG

i increased slowly. Our result for
rG agrees with what was found in a related system10.

We next performed simulations with the cluster Monte Carlo
algorithm7. There, groups of disks are swapped around a `pivot' in a
way which represents an alternative Markov-chain sampling of the
Boltzmann distribution. The correctness of both implementations
was validated by comparing structural quantities (pair correlation
functions) and thermodynamic variables in the manifestly liquid
regime, where the local algorithm still converges well. We found that
the cluster Monte Carlo algorithm does not slow down as we pass
rG.

We used the cluster Monte Carlo algorithm to compute the
equation of state in the [NP] ensemble8. For pressures correspond-
ing to the glass transition density rG, we reached a relative precision
for V of 0.05% during a one-week simulation on a single processor
workstation (N � 256). The compressibility of the system was
obtained both by deriving the algebraic ®t to V(P) (see Fig. 2
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Figure 1 Effective diffusion constants as a function of the radius for polydisperse hard

disks. The upper 6 curves represent 256 disks with polydispersity ¢=r 1 � 19 simulated

using the local-move Monte Carlo algorithm at densities for which the algorithm

equilibrated. The effective diffusion constants were calculated using

Di � h�xi�t 0 � t �2 xi�t 0��
2i=�4t �, for jxi�t 0 � t �2 xi�t 0�jq r N . The time was mea-

sured in Monte Carlo sweeps. Only the motion relative to the largest disk was taken into

account. These asymptotic constants agree (up to a rescaling of the time unit) with what

would be obtained in a molecular dynamics simulation8. The lowest curve is as above, but

equilibrated initial con®gurations were provided by the cluster Monte Carlo algorithm. We

observe that the smallest 50 disks are able to pass through the blocked matrix made up of

the largest 200 disks. These ®ndings are consistent with the estimated values of the

transition densities. L, side of box containing disk. ri, radius of disk i.
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Figure 2 Equilibrium compressibility. The system, as before, was simulated using the

cluster Monte Carlo algorithm. The equilibrium equation of state (inset) and inverse

compressibility k-1 (main ®gure) were obtained in the [NP] ensemble. k was obtained from

the ¯uctuations of the volume (points with error bars) and from the derivative of the best

V(P) ®t according to the functional form V �P �2 k � aP 2 b (k is a constant; the

parameters of the best ®t are k � 84:3, a � 254, b � 0:69). Indications of an

equilibrium phase transition are lacking. The grey lines indicate the localization of the

glass transition as extrapolated from Fig. 1.
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